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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.When Tom Ackerman and Ellen
Watson meet, they hit it off immediately. They seem to be made for each other. Tom is a successful
lawyer with a handshake as warm and strong as a cup of coffee. Ellen is a musician and an
entrepreneur, an independent soul who just wants get everything out of life she can. There s one
problem: The only reason they re both here is a job interview. And it s clear that only one of them is
going to get the job. Two weeks after that fated first meeting, coincidence brings them together
again. Tom is waiting for Ellen in the lobby of the company they both wanted to work for. He s
become part of the junior executive program. And Ellen, for the now at least, is riding all through
Manhattan on her bicycle to deliver packages.Even though Tom s clumsy tongue embarrasses him,
they both just can t forget each other. As they keep meeting, Tom and Ellen find out that their lives
are connected in more than one way, and that doesn...
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Reviews
Very useful to all group of folks. This really is for all who statte there was not a worthy of reading. I am very happy to explain how this is the best pdf i have
study inside my personal life and can be he greatest book for actually.
-- Ma r celle Homenick
Completely one of the better pdf I have got possibly go through. I really could comprehended every little thing using this composed e ebook. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tor ey K r eig er
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